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Ford GT Competition Series
Offers More Weight-Saving
Innovations for Hardcore
Track Enthusiasts

• Ford GT Competition Series, shown in Daytona for first
time weeks after winning Rolex 24, offers weight-saving
innovations, such as lightweight, race-inspired Perspex®

acrylic engine hatch cover and bulkhead Gorilla Glass®

• Limited-edition Ford GT model features lightweight carbon
fiber racing stripes, A-Pillars, andside mirrors;, unique
engine hatch with integrated venting distinguishes rear view

• Interior of lightest Ford GT features Alcantara® suede with
red accents and exposed carbon trim

DAYTONA, Fla., Feb. 23, 2017 – Ford is showing the ultra-
lightweight Ford GT Competition Series for North America in
Daytona, the site of its win at the Rolex 24 in January.

The Ford GT Competition Series was engineered to build on the
car’s innovative lightweight and aerodynamic design. The track
fans’ ultimate production car removes weight higher in the vehicle
and shifts the center of gravity closer to the track for even better
road-holding, and to maximize its 647 horsepower engine.

“The Ford GT has racing in its blood,” said Raj Nair, Ford executive
vice president, global product development, and chief technical
officer. “The Competition Series was developed with the most
hardcore track enthusiasts in mind, providing a tailored set of
lightweight features and unique livery to match.”

For example, the innovative lightweight, race-inspired Perspex®

acrylic engine hatch cover with manual latch and carbon fiber prop
rod reduces weight near the roof and shifts the balance of weight
lower in the car.

Similarly, the bulkhead Gorilla Glass® behind the driver is about
half as thick – and lighter – as on other models.

All performance features from the standard production car remain,
including the FIA-certified steel roll cage and active aerodynamic
system. Items not essential to performance – including air



conditioning, radio and speakers, stowage bins and cupholders –
are eliminated.

Weight-reducing optional equipment – such as performance-
enhancing carbon fiber wheels, and titanium lug nuts and exhaust
– are standard on the Competition Series.

Copious carbon

The Competition Series also looks the part with unique gloss
carbon fiber stripe, mirror caps and A-pillars, as well as exposed
carbon fiber lower body trim in matching gloss finish.

Inside, the Competition Series maintains the lightweight interior
and keeps the same driver-centric elements of other models,
including the F1-styled steering wheel with key functional controls.
Ebony Alcantara® suede is used on the seats, instrument panel and
headliner.

Exposed carbon fiber accentuates the console, registers and door
sills. Anodized red paddle shifters and instrument panel badge
bring accent color to the cabin, while a unique center console plate
and steering wheel fascia account for the deleted infotainment
controls and screen.

The Competition Series is offered in six Ford GT colors – Shadow
Black, Frozen White, Ingot Silver, Liquid Blue, Liquid Grey and Triple
Yellow – and is available in North America for all announced
production years.

The car will headline Ford’s large display – alongside its broader
lineup – outside Turn One at the Daytona 500 this weekend.

Visit FordGT.com to view exterior and interior options or to
configure your own Ford GT supercar.

About Ford Motor Company

Ford Motor Company is a global automotive and mobility
company based in Dearborn, Michigan. With about 201,000
employees and 62 plants worldwide, the company’s core
business includes designing, manufacturing, marketing and
servicing a full line of Ford cars, trucks and SUVs, as well as
Lincoln luxury vehicles. To expand its business model, Ford is
aggressively pursuing emerging opportunities with investments
in electrification, autonomy and mobility. Ford provides
financial services through Ford Motor Credit Company. For more
information regarding Ford and its products and services, please
visit www.corporate.ford.com.
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